HISTORY OF MODERN APPLIED
MATHEMATICS IN MATHEMATICS
EDUCATION
UFFE THOMAS JANKVISI [I]

When conversations turn to using history of mathematics in
classrooms, the rnferent is typically the old, often antique,
history of the discipline (e g, Calinger, 1996; Fauvel & van
Maanen, 2000; Jahnke et al, 1996; Katz, 2000) [2] This
tendency might be expected, given that old mathematics is
often more closely related to school mathematics However,
there seem to be some clear advantages of including histories of more modern applied mathematics 01 histories of
modem applications of mathematics [3]
One (justified) objection to integrating elements of the
history of modetn applied mathematics is that it is often complex and difficult While this may be so in most instances, it
is worthwhile to search for cases where it isn't so I consider
three here. The two first are examples of modem applied
mathematics, more precisely the ear1y history of error correcting codes (Shannon, Hamming, and Golay) and the early
history of data compression (Huffman). The third is an example of a modem application of (old) mathematics, the history
of public-key cryptography. I use these cases to examine possible effects of the history of modem applied mathematics
on teaching and learning, as well as what differences may
arise in using newer histories of mathematics
I distinguish between the use of history in mathematics
education as (1) a tool, in the sense of assisting the actual
leaining of mathematics (mathematical concepts, theories,
and so forth), and as (2) a goal in itself, for example, by
bringing about meta-aspects concerning the history of mathematics in mathematics education (e g Jankvist, 2007;
Jankvist, in press)
By meta-aspects, I am thinking of posing and responding
to questions such as the following, drawn from Niss (2001,
p 10):
How does mathematics evolve in time and space?
What forces and mechanisms cause the evolution
of mathematics?
How does the evolution of mathematics interact
with society and culture?
Can mathematics become obsolete?
Whereas history as a goal is concerned with teaching and
learning something about the meta-aspects of the evolution
and development of mathematics, history as a tool is concerned with the teaching and leruning of the inner issues, or
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in-issues, of mathematics. When using history as a tool to
improve leaining or instruction, we may distinguish at least
two different uses: history as a motivational or affective
tool, and histmy as a cognitive tool Together with history
as a goal these two uses of histoty as a tool are used to structure discussion of the educational benefits of choosing a
history of modern applied mathematics
History as a goal 'in itself' does not refor to teaching history of mathematics per se, but using histo1y to surface
meta-aspects of the discipline Of course, in specific teaching situations, using histmy as a goal may have the positive
side effect of offering students insight into mathematical
in-issues of a specific history But the impo1tant detail is
whether one's intention is to use histo1y as a goal or a tool
With this framework in mind, I ask:
How might a history of modem applied mathematics assist in the teaching and lea1ning of in-issues
of mathematics, both conce1ning the motivative/
affective side as well as the cognitive side of using
history as a tool?

What meta-issues in te1ms of histo1y as a goal
might a history of modern applied mathematics
make accessible to students?
Discussions of these issues are suppo1ted by empirical data
from two of the cases. In 2007, cases I and 3 were implemented in a Danish uppe1 secondary class Danish uppe1
secondary lasts tluee yerus At the end of second year a class
of 26 students took prut in a module on case I A few months
into their third year, the same class of 23 students took part
in a module on case 3 Each module was taught by the regular teacher and spanned about fifteen 90-minute lessons
Specifically designed teaching materials were used (Jankvist,
2008c; Jankvist, 2008d) Classes were videotaped, questionnaires were given to students before and afte1 each module,
and I 0-12 students and the teacher were interviewed before,
between, and after the modules. At the end of each module
students wrote an essay on aspects of the history. [4]

The historical dimension: a study ot three cases
With the birth of the computer era, mathematicians found
new ways to apply elements of discrete mathematics - both
in creating new mathematical disciplines and in solving various 'computational'problems Three cases fOllow
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Case 1: The early histmy of error correcting codes
In 1948 Claude Shannon, at Bell labs, published Mathematical Theory for Communication (Shannon, 1948) - the
genesis of information theory Shannon considered both
channel coding (i e., error correcting codes to adjust for
noise-induced errors during transmission - see fig 1) and
source coding (i e, compression of data for transmission)
Shannon proved that •good' error correcting codes exist,
but his proof gave no hints on how to construct them He
did provide one example of a good (efficient) code, namely
the Hamming (7, 4 )-code, through which he nodded to
Richard Hamming
Hamming, also at Bell 1 abs, used relay-based computers
with error-detecting codes Unfortunately, whenevet they
detected an error they halted and had to be reset After having his work dumped two weekends in a row, Hamming was
prompted to create codes that enabled computers to correct
occurring errors (to a limited extent) and proceed with calculations. He used the generalized concept of metric to
define what is now known as the Hamming distance He
also drew on vector space theory and linear algebra, thinking of possible binary n-tuples as coordinates of corners of
an n-dimensional cube and his codes as subsets of these corners Figure 2 illustrates that the Hamming distance between
two codewords 111and101, written as d(lll, 101), is I
since these two corners of the cube are one apart (or the
codewords differ in exactly one place)
In order to determine the error correcting capabilities of
a given code, Hamming introduced spheres. A sphere is centered in a codeword and the n-tuples inside or on the
boundary of this sphere may be corrected into the codeword
in the center (i e, they are at most the 'distance' of the radius
away from the codeword) A code for which all the possible
n-tuples are included in spheres around the codewords is
called a perfect code
Hamming-codes are perfect codes. To illustrate, consider
the calculations for the binary (7, 4)-code. The space consists of 2' = 128 different 7-tuples; 16 = 4' of these being
codewords chosen in such a way that any two codewords al'e
ah.vays at a distance of at least 3. For every codeword there
are seven other tuples that only differ in one place that may
be packed into a sphere of radius 1 around the codeword
Calculating (1 + 7) 16 = 128 shows us that no tuples in the
space are left outside a sphere; thus the code is perfect
Due to patent delays Hamming's (1950) article on error
correction wasn't published until two years after Shannon's
By then another mathematician, Marcel Golay, had generalized the (7, 4)-code presented in Shannon's article to all

other Hanuning codes (Golay, 1949) - prompting a dispute
over the actual creator of the family of codes (Thompson,
1983, pp 56-59) Golay invented four additional codes, of
which two are perfect. One of these, a tertiary (23, 12)-code
called G 23 , is especially interesting Coding theoreticians in
1973 proved it the only (non-trivial) perfect code that may
correct three or more errors - practically halting further
quests for perfect codes
Case 2: The early history of data compression
In 1951 Robert M. Farro gave the students in his information theory course a choice between a final exam and a term
paper The term paper assigmnent seemed simple: find the
most efficient method of representing numbers, letters, or
other symbols using a binary code.
Among the students opting for the paper was 25-year old
David A Huffman Through months of effort, he arrived at
several methods, but none could be proven the most efficient. Just before giving up, the solution came to him (Stix,
1991, p 54)
His idea was to assign the shortest binary codes to the
symbols occmring most often, drawing on the concept of a
coding tree To illustrate, consider the string ALIBABA
Ihe frequency of A, B, I, and Lin this string are 3f7; 2/7;
l/1; 1/7 A coding tree consists of branches and leafs, each
leaf representing a symbol and an associated frequency or
probability In Huffman's algorithm the least probable symbol is first assigned to a leaf We have two, I and L, so our
tree consists of two leaves each with the associated probability of l/ 7, two branches, and a root with a summed up
probability of lf7 + 1/7 = 2f7 (see fig 3) Ihe next less probable symbol, B, is then added, and probabilities are assigned
and summed up last, A is added, resulting in a probability
at the root of7/7 = I, terminating the algorithm. The binary
codewor <ls are now assigned the letters by means of traversing the tree: 0 if traversing a branch to the left and 1
traversing a branch to the right In this way we get A ~ 0,
B~ 10,I~ 110,andL~ lll
I won't present the proof that Huffman's (1952) method
works (It can be developed by introducing a few elementary
concepts of data compression codes - see e g Sayood, 2000;
Solomon, 1998.) Its success rested on the fact that the least
probable symbols are assigned to the outermost leaves,
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thereafter moving along the branches to the root Shannon
and Pano had attacked the problem in the opposite di1ection, giving in a less optimal solution
Case 3: The history of public-key cryptography aud RSA
The third type of mathematical coding, c1yptography, concerns keeping information secret A thousands-year-old
problem in cryptography is that of distributing the private
enc1yption and decryption key between two pruties In 1975,
c1yptographers at Stanford University provided two solutions:
a safe way to generate a common integer (i. e the key, between
two pruties), and public-key c1yptography, a new system
Whitfield Diffie had the revolutionary idea behind this
scheme. He wondered if there might be a one-way function
- that is, a function/ which, fm eve1y x in its domain,j(x) is
easily calculated, but for eve1y y =fix) in its range,r' (y) = x
is impossible to calculate fm all practical purposes. The idea
behind 'for all practical purposes' is that it may take seconds to calculate the function in one direction but eons to
calculate the other way For example, a person - Bob - by
means of a one-way function generates a public encryption
key; one to which only he knows the decryption key (i e
the inverse function) Another person - Alice - who wants
to send a secret message to Bob uses his key, posted somewhern public, to enc1ypt the message. Bob is the only one
able to dec1ypt the message Due to the nature of the oneway function, a c1yptanalyst - Eve - eavesdropping on the
line would stand little chance of breaking the code even
though she knows both the enc1ypted message and the public key. The situation is illustrated in figure 4.
Diffie and Helhnan spent ahnost a year looking for a suitable one-way function befme giving up and publishing the
idea in 1976 Ronald Rivest and Adi Shamir at MIT found
this pape1 and took it on, developing ideas and passing them
on to Leonru d Adleman fm testing. Afte1 Adleman had shot
down 42 effmts, Rivest came up with a winneI (Bass, 1995)
by drawing on numbe1 themy - specifically the p1ime factorization of large numbers
Generating a very lruge numbe1 n of, say, 200 digits by
multiplying two also-lruge p1imes p and q is strnightfmwrud
However, the other way is 'for all practical purposes' impossible. Rivest devised a method fm genernting both public
and private keys relying on this one-way function The public enc1yption key consisted of two numbers, n and e, the
latter of which was determined so that gcd(e, (p-l)(q-1)) = 1
The encryption procedure E on the message M revealing the
cipher text C was defined as C M' (mod n) The private
decryption key, besides also consisting of n, consisted of a
number dthat was an inverse of e modulo (p- l)(q-1), which

=

=

is to say that ed 1 (mod (p-l)(q-1)) The dec1ypting procedure D was defined as C' =M (mod n)
Of course it had to be proven that the decryption procedure led to the original message M. Rivist, Shami1 and
Adleman (1978) did this with established - even antique number theory, using Eule1 's theorem (1735-36), Fermat's
little theorem (1640), and the Chinese remainder theorem
(around 4th century) They patented the procedures and, in
1982, struted a company offering RSA-solutions. It was sold
in 1996 for $200,000,000.
As an interesting twist, it was made public in 1997 that the
British Goverument Communication Headquruters (GCHQ)
aheady knew of the system in 1969 (see Singh, 1999). During the 1960s the British militruy had considered equipping
soldiers with radios to be in constant contact with their superiors. Howeve1, the distribution of keys imposed a problem
GCHQ c1yptographer James Ellis was asked to look into the
prnblem By 1969 he anived at the same idea that Diffie
reached six yerus late1. And just as Diffie and Hellman later
would not be able to identify a suitable one-way function,
neithe1 could Ellis. He and the rest of GCHQ knew there was
a solution in themy, but it was four yerus before a young number theoretician, Clifford Cocks, offered one within a halfhom oflearning of the 'crazy' idea. Fom years latet it proved
to be identical to that of Rivest, Shamit and Adleman
As a secret organization, GCHQ was not inte1ested in
publicizing (and hence patenting) discove1ies. Consequently, Ellis and Cocks silently watched as othe1s wete
credited, honored and lucratively 1ewarded. In the eaily
1980s Diffie learned about Ellis's work and, in 1982, visited to set the recmd straight All he managed from Ellis
was a comment about the academics having done much
more with it than GCHQ ever had (Singh, 1999).

The educational dimension: a discussion
based on the thtee cases
I now consider the use of histmy of modern applied mathematics in terms of history as a tool, looking first at the
motivational/affective side and then at the cognitive side I
then address the use of history as a goal in terms of the metaaspects histories of modern applied mathematics may
illustrate [6]

The motivational/affective side of history as a tool
At the completion of the module on case 3, students wern
asked which of the two histmies they found to be the most
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interesting and why. Most of their answers dealt with the
motivational and/or affective side of using history as a tool
The fact that the history is a newer and fairly recent history of mathematics seems to make it easier for the students
to relate To illustrate:
Student:

Ihe newest, because it was most
'high tech' or whatever you may call
it It's altight that this guy Euclid did
something too
but these three
guys, or six, 01 how many they
were, that I thought to be much
more exciting because they are still
alive It's almost 'just around the
corner' that they invented it and yet
it is so widely used now [ ]

Inte1viewe1:

Is it easier to relate to?

Student:

I think so It's kind of difficult imagining a guy doing something before
Christ was born

So, besides being more recent, it also matters that the chruacters are either still alive or have lived dming the students'
or their pruents' lives
Concerning the history of modern applications of mathematics some students may find it more interesting to work
with such a histo1y, and possibly even more so if they recognize elements from everyday life:
Student:

I think the new one, because you
touch much more upon this applied
mathematics and learn that mathematics is being used for something
. because many in the old history,
they were hobby mathematicians
and such They just did mathematics to do mathematics, to show that
they could. I don't find that as exciting, just doing something for the
sake of doing it So I think the new
one was the most exciting one

Inte1viewer:

Because it was applied?

Student:

Yes, because you were being told
stuff about how it was put to use

The three cases are examples of how mathematics may be
put to use E11or cor1ecting codes are used whenever data
are transmitted or stored digitally Most often more
advanced codes than Hamming 's are used, although Hamming codes are still implemented in some computer
hardwar·e. Data compression is used at least as often, since
data ar·e usually compressed before t.Iansmission or storage
In spite of their age, Huffman codes are still among the most
used data compression codes RSA is widely used on the
Internet - in email, online banking, and so on. However, for
much of the mathematics encountered in school, where it
might be applied may not be so obvious
When I asked in the first interviews where the mathematics

learned in class was used, besides basic calculations, a common answer was: "In school!" This, of course, touches upon
the discussion of the mathematics applied in our society and
everyday lives being hidden. That is, it is embedded in technology such as computer chips, it infuses laws and other
decision making processes, and so on (see Jankvist & Toldbod, 2007; Niss, 1994)
For these reasons some students find the newer histo1y to
be more relevant, as one student related:
I think because the development of the Internet is
somewhat more relevant to us and it's just a little more
fun when it takes place in more recent time. . Well,
with Euclid and Fermat it wasn't like 'Yeah!' But I
thought that these newer researchers and their ways of
doing things, the order in which events took place, and
the fact that several people invented it at the same time,
that was exciting
Seeing newer history as mote 'exciting' was often mentioned One student made the point this way:
The closer it comes to our present time, the easie1 it
becomes to draw parallels, right, then it becomes more
exciting And then if it is something you do every day
and then suddenly are being told, well okay that's
where it comes f1om I think it is ve1y exciting knowing how things are
When discussing mathematics in everyday life, the same
student remarked:
I didn't realize at all that the messages we are sending
ove1 the Inte1net and such, that it was mere mathematics
Of course, inte1view data like these must be t1eated cautiously. One never lmows if comments ar·e effo1ts to 1eflect
what the interviewe1 wants to hear However, questionnaires, essays, and video records indicate that the inte1view
data provide a good 'marker' of student beliefs
The cognitive side of history as a tool
Hamming's way of developing his codes may serve as an
introduction to the concept of distance in general In the
implementation of case 1, most students did not realize there
could be more to it than euclidian distance The fact that
there is a 'spatial' meaning in the binary case also surprised
many Hanuning's use of elements of linear algebra and the
concept of linearity may also be useful in introducing matters related to these topics
Case 3 offers the possibility of introducing number theoretic concepts to students and showing how they play
together in a real application. For instance, properties of
prime numbers, the euclidian algorithm, calculating modulus, congruence, and linear congruence ar·e all needed to get
RSA to function. In the implementation of case 3, the students knew nothing about number theory prior to the
module, so cryptography and RSA served as a way into this
discipline.
In case 2, Huffman's method may serve to introduce the
notion of algo1ithm. Given that the mathematics involved is
quite different from common cmriculum mathematics, the
mode1n history might not be the most obvious choice on
11

the cognitive side . Some exceptions occur, of course - as,
for instance, in the case of the Danish upper secondary mathematics program where the teachers fill in one third of the
cm1iculum, in consideration of gene1al goals such as applications, modeling, and historical aspects
Meta-aspects in terms of history as a goal
I retuin now to the tom questions mentioned earlier (<liawn
from Niss)
On the matter of how mathematics evolves in time and
space, a newer history may be as effective as an old one in
locating the evolution of mathematics A history of a modern application of old mathematics may even draw parallels
between time and space Case 3 is a good example In its
implementation, students worked with both old and new in
being asked to discuss personal motivations of an olde1
mathematician and to relate these to the gene1al discussion
of inner and outer driving forces in number theory They
did the same fOr more contemporary mathematicians involved
in cryptography and then contrnsted the accounts The following quote encompasses the more f1agmented answers of
some of the other groups:
[I]t is quite clear that the period under in which mathematicians live has g1eat influence on mathematical
1esearch being conducted In older times mathematicians did mathematics out of a desire to do so; often
mathematics was a free-time activity or even a hobby
Mathematical research was driven from within, mathematicians sought to solve problems for the sake of
mathematical research itself In comparison, more contemporary mathematicians were influenced by external
driving forces As Hardy also points out, war is an outer
driving force fo1 mathematics. Often wars have raised
new questions that afterwards have been solved by scientists in terms of developing new areas within their
respective fields, including mathematics. Another clear
outer driving force in this sense is money. This [wai
and money being outer driving forces] has, more or
less, been the case for mathematicians like Diffie, Hellman, Ellis, Cocks, Rivest, Shamir, Adleman, etc while
the situation was different for Euclid, Fermat, Euler,
Gauss, Riemann, and Haidy
Concerning case 3, students also discussed the fact that the
development of public-key cryptography and RSA took
place mo1e or less simultaneously in two different 'spaces'
Case 1 provides anothe1 good, but pe1haps less obvious,
example of such multiple discoveries/inventions In this
case, students considered Hamming 's use of older established techniques. Such an approach of epistemic objects
and techniques (e.g., Epple, 2000) provide a good and useful way to illustrate mathematics in time and space since,
for instance, what in one situation serves as a technique may
earlier have been an object studied through other techniques
As for the forces ond mechanisms behind the evolution of
mathematics, a newer history may offer some important
access points. It may be that Hamming 's annoyance with
computers drove him to develop his codes. Huffman avoided
an exam by solving a problem for a term paper assigrnnent
12

Diffie and Helhnan were driven by a fascination for the old
problem of safely distributing cryptography keys
Regarding how the evolution of mathematics interacts
with society and culture, a newer history may offer students
a more familiar route Hamming became involved with computers during his work at the Los Alamos project in World
War II. After the war he worked with computers at Bell
Labs, by then a large research corporation greatly reliant on
war-enhanced government filnding. Sharmon's development
of information theory also had to do with computers entering the society, and Huffman's method for data compression
may be seen as a direct consequence of Shannon's work As
for public-key cryptography and RSA, on one hand it was
inspired by the early development of the Internet, but on
the other hand it was aimed at more efficient waifare Concerning this, as part of the implementation of case 3,
students were to read most of Hardy's (1940) A Mathematician S Apology and used it in discussions of pure versus
applied mathematics For many groups, discussions veered
toward mathematics and war - due to Ha1dy's writing. In
fact, several students were intrigued and engaged by the
extended use of mathematics in war. Opinions on Hardy
included:
[W]e believe Hardy's book to pose some interesting views
even though we don't agree entirely with all of them
Applied mathematics isn't only misused in wars and politics, but also used to, for instance, build houses, etc
Mathematicians applying mathematics aren't 'the bad
guys' No, it is the governments who use the applied
mathematics in wrong doings that are Anyway, we
believe mathematicians today to be somewhat indifferent since they probably don't believe that they are
the ones responsible, but on the contrary the people
who use the knowledge to do evil
Ethics was not an explicit theme of the assignment. Nonetheless, some students clearly engaged with the issue
Concerning whether mathematics can become obsolete,
a history of modem applications of old mathematics may
illustrate that we should be careful in ruling out any mathematics for later applications It may also highlight the need
for basic research When asking to this in relation to case 3,
one group replied:
Hardy believes prime numbers and number theory to
be one of the purest forms of mathematics. It has no
practical applications Therefore it cannot be used
[applied] or misused. . RSA may tell us that basic
research in mathematics is quite important since RSA
couldn't have been realized had it not been for the basic
research from 200 years earlier I his doesn't fit well
with Hardy's statements about number theory and
primes
Besides the above, looking to the history of modern (applied)
mathematics rather than merely the history of old or antique
mathematics may make it easier to show students that mathematics continues to develop

Conclusion
Concerning the use of history as a goal in mathematics education, a history of modern applied mathematics may be as
good a candidate as any In some respects it appears to be
better than some.
As a tool, the histoty of modern applied mathematics has
some strong motivational and/or affective qualities A newer
history may also serve as a cognitive tool However, given
the often-fixed boundaries of curticula, a newer history may
not always be an obvious choice. Of course, the suggestion
is not to reject old history but, rather, to consider the histoty
of modern applied mathematics when integrating the histoty of mathematics This should be done in accordance with
one's original purposes - that is, taking into account the use
of history as either a goal ot a tool, and attending to the
implications of a history of modem applied mathematics on
these two different uses

Notes
[1] This paper is a modified version of one presented at the History and
Pedagogy of Mathematics (HPM) 2008 in Mexico City
[2] See also proceedings from meetings such as HPM and European Stunmer University on the History and Epistemology In Mathematics
Education; and special issues on history in journals such as Educational
Studies in Mathematics and For the Learning of Mathematics
[3] Hereafter only referred to as the history of modern applied mathematics
[4] See Jankvist, 2008a, 2008b
[5] Encoding with enor correcting codes takes place before the message
reaches the transmitter Errors can occur as a result of the noise source
Error decoding takes place after the message is received
[6] All the quotes from the research data are translated from Danish
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A 'Sticky' Problem

Given any six sticks of consecutive integral length (e.g, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 cm), how many
inegular tetrahecha are possible? (unknown origin, but of infinite variation; selected by Leo
Rogers of the Oxford Problem Cafe)
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